Left atrial size and contractile function in healthy dogs and dogs with chronic mitral valve disease
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In humans, left atrial enlargement and reduced contractile functions are associated with adverse cardiovascular events and a poor prognosis in many dilatation of the left atrium occurs with the gradual evolution of chronic mitral valve disease and is well diseases. The left atrium is the most compromised cardiac chamber in dogs with chronic mitral valve disease (CMVD). Therefore, this study aimed to compare the main parameters of left atrial enlargement (left atrium/aorta ratio, left atrial diameter and volume indices) and contractile function (transmitral flow peak velocity A wave and time velocity integral, atrial fraction, and atrial ejection force) at different stages of valve disease, and correlate the left atrial diameter, volume, and contractile function indices with echocardiographic variables predictive of heart failure in dogs (transmitral flow peak velocity E wave, E wave/IVRT ratio, E wave/E’ wave ratio, and E wave/A wave ratio). The results showed that progressive characterized by the left atrium/aorta ratio and left atrium volume index. The left atrial diameter and volume indices and left atrium/aorta ratio correlated positively with the transmitral flow peak velocity E wave and E wave/IVRT ratio, which are important indices of diastolic function. The left atrial contractile function indices increased as CMVD evolved. Except for the atrial fraction, the left atrial contractile function indices correlated with the left ventricular filling pressure indices.
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RESUMO.- [Tamanho e função sistólica atrial esquerda em cães sadios e com doença valvar crônica de mitral.] O tamanho e a função atrial esquerda estão relacionados em humanos com eventos cardiovasculares adversos e prognóstico nas principais cardiopatias. Na doença valvar crônica de mitral (DVM) em cães, o átrio esquerdo é a câmara cardíaca mais comprometida. Portanto, os objetivos deste estudo foram comparar os principais parâmetros de aumento atrial esquerdo (relação átrio esquerdo/aorta, índice do diâmetro atrial esquerdo e índice do volume atrial esquerdo) e função contrátil de átrio esquerdo (velocidade máxima e integral de velocidade da onda A do fluxo translavval mitral, fração atrial e força de ejeção atrial) nos diferentes estágios da doença valvar; correlacionar diâmetro e volume atrial esquerdo e os índices de função contrátil atrial esquerda com as variáveis ecocardiográficas preditivas de insuficiência cardíaca em cães (velocidade máxima da onda E do fluxo translavval mitral, relação E/IVRT, relação E/E’ par e relação E/A). Os resultados mostraram que com a evolução progressiva da doença valvar crônica de mitral, ocorre dilatação progressiva do átrio esquerdo, bem caracterizada pela relação átrio esquerdo/aorta e pelo índice de volume atrial esquerdo. O índice do diâmetro atrial esquerdo, o índice de volume atrial esquerdo...
esquerdo e a relação átrio esquerdo/aorta correlacionam-se, positivamente, com a velocidade da onda E e com a relação E/TRIV, que são importantes índices de função diastólica. Os índices de função contrátil do átrio esquerdo aumentam à medida que a DVCM evolui. Os índices de função contrátil do átrio esquerdo apresentam correlação positiva com os índices de pressão de enchimento ventricular esquerdo, exceção feita à fração atrial.

TERMOS DE INDEXAÇÃO: Doença valvar crônica, mitral, cardíopatias, cães, tamanho atrial esquerdo, função contrátil atrial esquerda, pressão de enchimento ventricular esquerda.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing interest has been focused on non-invasive assessments of both size and mechanical function of the left atrium, which can have significant effects on global cardiac performance and cardiovascular morbidity (Triposkiadis et al. 2007). Structurally, the left atrium expands when exposed to increased hemodynamic load conditions (Khoo et al. 2011). Atrial increase, which reflects the chronicity and the severity of the adverse hemodynamic of the left ventricles is associated with cardiovascular events in both humans (Pritchett et al. 2003, Beinart et al. 2004, Leung et al. 2010, Khoo et al. 2011, Yoon et al. 2013) and dogs (Borgarelli et al. 2008, 2012, Schober et al. 2010).

In addition, the left atrium plays an important role in left ventricular filling and the active or atrial contraction phase provides fundamental compensation for left ventricular compliance, which is reduced in human patients with cardiac failure (Triposkiadis et al. 2007). The preservation of left atrial contraction helps to maintain the ventricular end-diastolic pressure and cardiac output without a significant increase in atrial pressure. However, a reduction in the cardiac contractile function of this chamber induces symptoms of heart failure due to increased left atrial pressure (Triposkiadis et al. 2007). Decreases in echocardiographic indices related to the left atrial function are associated with poor prognosis in human patients with atrial fibrillation after cardioversion (Dogan et al. 2013). Atrial contraction can be evaluated by various indices, such as the transmitral A wave peak velocity and velocity time integral (VTI), atrial ejection fraction, and atrial force (Leung et al. 2008). The left atrial fraction (AF) indicates the contribution of atrial to left ventricular filling (Leung et al. 2008). The left atrial force is defined as the force exerted by the atrium to propel blood through the atroventricular valve during atrial systole (Kiani et al. 2012). These atrial function parameters and left atrial size indices are prognostic markers in several human pathological conditions (Leung et al. 2008).

Chronic mitral valve disease (CMVD) is the most common acquired heart disease observed in small animal practice (Atkins et al. 2009). Studies of dogs with CMVD have shown that an increase in the left atrium can be a strong predictor of congestive heart failure (Schober et al. 2010) and mortality (Borgarelli et al. 2008, 2012).

Most studies conducted in dogs use the left atrial diameter (LAD) to evaluate this cardiac chamber. In contrast, few studies have evaluated the left atrial volume (LAV) as an evaluation method for this heart chamber (Höllmer et al. 2013), although LAV measurement is considered to correlate better with cardiovascular events in humans (Tsang et al. 2006, Leung et al. 2008, Lupu et al. 2014). In addition, no veterinary medicine studies have assessed the left atrial contractile function at different stages of DVCM.

Therefore, we hypothesized that both LAD and LAV would increase with CMVD progression, leading to functional changes that would increase the contractile force and thus overcome the increased left ventricular filling pressure. The objectives of this study were to compare the main parameters of left atrial enlargement (left atrium/aorta ratio [LA/Ao], LAD, and LAV) and left atrial contractile function (transmitral A wave peak velocity and VTI, atrial ejection fraction, and atrial force) at different stages of valvar disease and to correlate the LAD, LAV, and left atrial contractile function indices with echocardiographic variables predictive of heart failure in dogs (transmitral E wave peak velocity, relationship between the mitral valve flow E wave velocity and isovolumetric relaxation time [E/IVRT ratio], relationship between the mitral inflow E wave velocity and left ventricular free wall base movement E’ wave velocity [E/E’ pw ratio], and relationship between the velocities of the transmitral flow E and A waves [E/A ratio]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Population study

This study included 40 small and medium-sized dogs of various breeds that attended the Cardiology Service of a Veterinary Hospital. The animals were separated into 4 groups of 10 animals each, according to the classification described in the American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine Consensus Statement (Atkins et al. 2009), as follows:

- **Group A/stage A**: patients at high risk of developing heart disease, but with no identifiable structural changes indicated by echocardiography;
- **Group B1/stage B1**: patients with structural heart disease (CMVD) that were asymptomatic and did not present with increased cardiac chambers indicated by echocardiography;
- **Group B2/stage B2**: patients with structural heart disease (CMVD) that were asymptomatic but presented with increased heart chambers indicated by echocardiography; and
- **Group C/stage C**: patients with or that presented clinical manifestations related to CMVD, with increased heart chambers indicated by echocardiography.

The animals had previously undergone physical examination, thorax radiography, electrocardiography, and blood pressure measurement. In addition, the animals were subjected to a renal assessment (urinalysis, determination of serum urea and creatinine levels), liver assessment (determination of serum levels of alanine amiotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, total protein, albumin, and bilirubin), complete blood count, and *Dirofilaria immitis* antigen testing. Animals with diseases of the respiratory tract, kidneys, or liver and those with clinical evidence of endocrine disease were excluded from the study. Animals that were also excluded: those that had been previously treated or were currently receiving treatment involving positive isotropic substances (pimobendan and digitals); those diagnosed with congenital heart disease, acquired cardiomyopathies,
or supraventricular or ventricular tachyarrhythmias; and those with systemic arterial hypertension.

**Echocardiography**

Echocardiographic examinations were performed using an ultrasound device (VIVID 1®; GE Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA) equipped with 2-dimensional (2D), 1-dimensional (M), and Doppler (pulsed, color, continuous, and tissue Doppler) modes and 2 sectorial multifrequency transducers (2.9-4.0 MHz and 5.0-8.0 MHz), according to the recommendations of the Echocardiography Committee of Specialty of Cardiology, American College of Veterinary Internal Medicine (Thomas et al. 1993), American Society of Echocardiography (Boon 1998b), and other consulted authors (Bonagura 1983, 1994, Boon 1998b, Moïse & Fox 1999, Bonagura & Fuentes 2004). Echocardiographic images were saved in digital format, and the results were analyzed on the same device at a later time. Three consecutive measurements were made for each analyzed variable, and a mean value was obtained and considered for further evaluation.

The animals were positioned in the left lateral recumbency position with the transducer placed on the chest; in this position, image analysis was performed through the right parasternal window and cranial and caudal left parasternal windows. Animals with no valvar changes were placed in group A. Patients with nodular mitral valve leaflet lesions characteristic of degenerative injury on 2-dimensional imaging and mitral valve insufficiency, characterized as turbulent systolic flow in the left atrium and detected by color or pulsed Doppler (Chetboul & Tissier 2012), were allocated to other groups according to echocardiographic and clinical characteristics.

Left atrial enlargement was defined as an LA/Ao >1.50 as measured in the 2-dimensional mode with a short axis view and right parasternal window, just before ventricular contraction (ECG QRS complex) (Borgarelli et al. 2008).

**Left ventricle diastolic function.** Left ventricular diastolic function was assessed using mitral valve flow echocardiographic variables (E wave velocity, A wave velocity and E/A ratio), IVRT, E/IVRT ratio, and E/E'pw ratio. Mitral flow spectrum was obtained using an apical 4-chamber view and the left parasternal window. Sample volume of pulsed Doppler was positioned immediately after the opening point of the valve leaflets, inside the left ventricle. Subsequently, using the electrocardiographic tracing as a reference, the following measures were taken:

- Mitral valve flow E wave peak velocity (E wave): Spectrum formed soon after the end of ventricular contraction (ECG T wave);
- Mitral valve flow A wave peak velocity (A wave): Spectrum formed soon after the onset of atrial contraction (after the ECG P wave);
- Mitral valve inflow E/A ratio;
- Transmitral velocity integral time: defined as the area below the mitral inflow, or the distance traveled by the blood (in cm), which was obtained from the contour of the analyzed spectrum and calculated automatically using software installed in the echocardiographic equipment.

In addition to these variables, the apical 4-chamber mode and left parasternal window were used to obtain the E' wave peak velocity of the movement of the left ventricle free wall (E'pw), positioning the sample volume of the pulsed tissue Doppler on the posterior wall of the left ventricle, near the insertion of the mitral leaflets. The spectrum that formed shortly after the end of the ventricular contraction (ECG T wave) was considered the E'pw. The E/E'pw ratio was calculated using this parameter.

By positioning the sample volume of pulsed Doppler between left ventricular inflow and outflow tract, it was obtained the spectra of mitral inflow and left ventricular outflow. The time between the end of the aortic flow and beginning of the mitral inflow was defined as isovolumetric relaxation time (IVRT), and it was used to calculate the E/IVRT ratio.

**Left atrial diameter, volume and systolic function.** The LAD was measured using a longitudinal left ventricular outflow tract view, the left parasternal window, and 1-dimensional mode while positioning the cursor line on the aortic valve and the left atrium at the point of the greatest LAD during ventricular systole (Fig.1). This measure was corrected to the body surface area (BSA) (Jacobs & Mahjoob 1988) to obtain the LAD index (LADI, in cm/m²).

The maximum LAV (LAV max) was obtained using the apical 4-chamber view and left parasternal window according to the following area-length method equation (Lang et al. 2005):

\[
LAV \text{ Max: } 8 / 3 \times (LAA/LAL) = (0.85 \times \text{LAA}) / \text{LAL}
\]

Where LAA and LAL are the left atrial area and length, respectively. To obtain the LAA, the edge of the left atrium was plotted along the left atrial inner wall, starting at the insertion site of the parietal leaflet of the mitral valve and ending at the insertion of the septal leaflet but excluding the confluence of the pulmonary veins (Fig.2). Next, LAL was measured from the center of mitral annular ring plane to the top edge of the left atrium. These measurements were performed immediately before mitral valve opening, and both measurements used a cineloop, which allowed return of the image to the desired movement point. This measurement was also corrected for the BSA (Jacobs & Mahjoob 1988) to obtain the LAV index (LAVi Max/m², in ml).

Using an apical 4-chamber view and the left parasternal window, mitral valve flow A wave peak velocity and its VTI were measured. The latter was measured by determining the area under the mitral wave, or the distance traveled by the blood (in cm), which was obtained from the contour of the analyzed spectrum and calculated automatically using software installed in the echocardiography equipment.
The area of the mitral valve orifice (cm$^2$), and A wave is the mitral transmitral flow VTI (Leung et al. 2008). The left atrium ejection force (LAEF) was determined according to the method described by Manning et al. (1993), using the equation:

$$\text{LAEF (kdynes)} = 0.5 \times \rho \times \text{mitral area} \times (A \text{ wave})^2$$

where $\rho$ is the density of blood (1.06 mg/cm$^3$), mitral area is the area of the mitral valve orifice (cm$^2$), and A wave is the mitral valve flow A wave peak velocity (cm/s). The mitral orifice area was determined using the formula $\pi d^2/4$, where $d$ is the distance between the insertion points of the leaflets as measured in the apical 4-chamber view, assuming that the valve ring format is circular. This value was then corrected for the BSA (Jacobs & Mahjoob 1988) to obtain the LAEF index (LAEFi, in Kdynes/m$^2$).

**Statistical analysis**

All variables were subjected to the Anderson–Darling test to evaluate the normality of distribution. The means of normally distributed variables (body surface area, A wave, A wave VTI, atrial fraction, IVRT, E wave, E/IVRT, E’ wave, and mitral VTI) were compared using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a Tukey’s post hoc test. The medians of non-normally distributed variables (LADI, LAVi max, LAEF, E/E’, E/A, mitral area, and LA/Ao ratio) were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-test. A $p$ value of <0.05 was used to define statistical significance. To evaluate the associations between variables representing the left atrial function (LAVi max, LADI, -LA/Ao, AF, LAEF, A wave, and A wave VTI) and those representing the diastolic function (E wave, E/IVRT, E’, and E/A ratio), the correlation coefficients were determined using the Pearson (variables with parametric distribution) or Spearman test (variables with non-parametric distribution). Again, a $p$ value of <0.05 was used to define statistical significance.

**RESULTS**

The following 40 small or medium-sized dogs were evaluated: 15 poodles, 14 mongrel dogs (of undefined breed), 4 Shih Tzus, 2 Pincchers, 1 Yorkshire terrier, 1 Maltese, 1 Beagle, 1 Dachshund, and 1 Lhasa Apso. Twenty-three dogs were male (57.5%), and 17 were female (42.5%). The BSA ranged from 0.20-0.65 m$^2$, with an average of 0.35±0.11 m$^2$. There were no significant differences between the groups in terms of BSA ($p=0.109$) and gender ($p=0.350$).

Regarding age, the control animals (5.4±1.83 years) were younger ($p<0.0001$) than those in the B1 (9.4±2.29 years), B2 (11.3±3.42 years), and C groups (10.8±2.04 years).

Three animals in the B2 group were treated with benazepril. In Group C, 4 animals were receiving treatment with the following drugs at the time of the echocardiogram study: enalapril, hydralazine, furosemide, and spironolactone (n=1); benazepril, furosemide, and spironolactone (n=1); enalapril and spironolactone (n=1); and enalapril, furosemide, and spironolactone (n=1).

The analyzed echocardiographic variables are shown in Table 1.

Positive and significant correlation was observed between the variables used to estimate left atrial function (LAVi max, LADi, LA/Ao, LAEF, A wave, and A wave VTI) and those used to estimate diastolic function (E/E’ and E/A), whereas the E/A ratio was found to associate negatively with the AF, LAEF, A wave, and A wave VTI (Table 2).

**DISCUSSION**

Left atrium is the first cardiac chamber affected by CMVD, and studies of dogs with this disease have shown that an increase in the size of this heart chamber is strongly predictive of congestive heart failure (Schober et al. 2010) and mortality (Borgarelli et al. 2008, 2012). Previous study of dogs diagnosed with CMVD found a negative correlation between the LAEF, measured by 3-dimensional echocardiography, and the left atrial size, indicating that stretching decreases the contractile capacity of myocytes (Tidholm et al. 2013). The decreased left atrial contractile ability associated with left atrial and ventricular volume overload can contribute to decreases in the stroke volume and cardiac output and thus influence the clinical decisions of veterinary medical professionals, such as those concerning the use of positive inotropic drugs.

In humans, the left atrium increases under conditions of pressure overload, such as mitral stenosis, increased left ventricular filling pressure, and conditions of volume overload such as mitral regurgitation, an increased cardiac output state, shunts, and fistulas (To et al. 2011). Previous study in humans showed that LAD, measured using 1-dimensional mode, LAA, and LAV were predictive of cardiovascular events such as atrial fibrillation, transient ischemia, acute myocardial infarction, congestive heart failure, and sudden death (Tsang et al. 2006). Among these 3 factors, however, LAV exhibited the best predictive performance. Other studies in humans have shown that LAV is an important predictive factor of cardiovascular events (Pritchett et al. 2003, Leung et al. 2010) and prognosis (Beinart et al. 2004, Yoon et al. 2013).

In the present study, 3 methods were used to assess the left atrial size: LAD and LAV, which were both adjusted for the BSA, and LA/Ao. LA/Ao was higher in stage B2 and...
measure the anteroposterior diameter and thus fail to account is that LAD measurements in the 1-dimensional mode only significantly between groups B1 and C. One possible explanation did the A and B1 groups (Fig.4). However, LADi only differed class, and the C group had a statistically higher LAVi than max, which increased progressively with each CMVD functional obtained herein were similar to those obtained for the LAVi patients with and without left atrial enlargement. The results was expected, as this parameter was used to distinguish C patients than in stage A and B1 patients (Fig.3). This result was expected, as this parameter was used to distinguish patients with and without left atrial enlargement. The results obtained herein were similar to those obtained for the LAVi max, which increased progressively with each CMVD functional class, and the C group had a statistically higher LAVi than did the A and B1 groups (Fig.4). However, LADi only differed significantly between groups B1 and C. One possible explanation is that LAD measurements in the 1-dimensional mode only measure the anteroposterior diameter and thus fail to account for possible increases in the craniocaudal and medial-lateral axes of this heart chamber. According to Khoo et al. (2011), in humans the left atrium is compressed above by the aortic arch and, later, the tracheal bifurcation; therefore, changes in the anterior-posterior diameter might not be proportional and could underestimate changes in the LAD.

In human medicine, echocardiographers prefer to use area and volume measurements to determine left atrium dimensions, as these correlate better with increased risk of cardiovascular events (Tsang et al. 2006, Leung et al. 2008, as means and standard deviations; non-parametric variables (LADI, LAV max, LAEF, E/E’pw, E/A, mitral area and LA/Ao ratio) were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s post-test, and are presented as medians with minimum and maximum values. CMVD = chronic mitral valvar disease, HR = heart rate, E/IVRT ratio = relationship between the mitral valve flow E wave velocity and isovolumetric relaxation time, E/E’pw = relationship between the mitral inflow flow E wave velocity and left ventricular free wall movement E’ wave velocity, E/A = relationship between the velocities of the transmitral flow E and A waves, LA/Ao ratio = relationship between the left atrial and aortic diameters, IVRT = isovolumetric relaxation time index, LADi = left atrial diameter index, LAV max = maximum left atrial volume index, AF = atrial fraction, LAEF = left atrial ejection force, LAEFi = left atrial ejection force index, VTI = velocity time index.

Table 2. Correlation between echocardiographic variables representative of left atrial function (LAV max, atrial fraction, LAEF, A wave and VTI A) and of diastolic function (E wave, E/IVRT, E/E’pw and E/A ratio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atrial function</th>
<th>Diastolic function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAV max</td>
<td>ρ = 0.64, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LADI</td>
<td>ρ = 0.57, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA/Ao</td>
<td>ρ = 0.64, p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fraction</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAEF</td>
<td>ρ = 0.62 p &lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wave</td>
<td>r = 0.47, p = 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTI A</td>
<td>r = 0.43, p = 0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different letters in the same line represent a statistically significant difference (p<0.05). The parametric variables (body surface area, A wave, A wave VTI, atrial fraction, IVRT, E wave, E/IVRT, E’pw and mitral wave VTI) were compared using an analysis of variance and Tukey’s post-test and are presented as means and standard deviations; non-parametric variables (LADI, LAV max, LAEF, E/E’pw, E/A, mitral area and LA/Ao ratio) were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s post-test, and are presented as medians with minimum and maximum values. CMVD = chronic mitral valvar disease, HR = heart rate, E/IVRT ratio = relationship between the mitral valve flow E wave velocity and isovolumetric relaxation time, E/E’pw ratio = relationship between the mitral inflow flow E wave velocity and left ventricular free wall base movement E’ wave velocity, E/A ratio = relationship between the velocities of the transmitral flow E and A waves, LA/Ao ratio = relationship between the left atrial and aortic diameters, IVRT = isovolumetric relaxation time index, LADi = left atrial diameter index, LAV max = maximum left atrial volume index, AF = atrial fraction, LAEF = left atrial ejection force, LAEFi = left atrial ejection force index, VTI = velocity time index.

C patients than in stage A and B1 patients (Fig.3). This result was expected, as this parameter was used to distinguish patients with and without left atrial enlargement. The results obtained herein were similar to those obtained for the LAVi max, which increased progressively with each CMVD functional class, and the C group had a statistically higher LAVi than did the A and B1 groups (Fig.4). However, LADi only differed significantly between groups B1 and C. One possible explanation is that LAD measurements in the 1-dimensional mode only measure the anteroposterior diameter and thus fail to account for possible increases in the craniocaudal and medial-lateral axes of this heart chamber. According to Khoo et al. (2011), in humans the left atrium is compressed above by the aortic arch and, later, the tracheal bifurcation; therefore, changes in the anterior-posterior diameter might not be proportional and could underestimate changes in the LAD.

In human medicine, echocardiographers prefer to use area and volume measurements to determine left atrium dimensions, as these correlate better with increased risk of cardiovascular events (Tsang et al. 2006, Leung et al. 2008, Pesq. Vet. Bras. 38(8):1622-1630, agosto 2018.
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Lupu et al. 2014). For this reason, the present study evaluated the correlation between LAVi and variables related to increased left ventricular filling pressure. Studies of dogs diagnosed with CMVD demonstrated the strong predictive value of echocardiographic variables of diastolic function, such as the mitral valve flow E wave velocity, transmitral E/A ratio (Tidholm et al. 2009, Schober et al. 2010), E/IVRT ratio (Schober et al. 2010), and E/E’pw ratio (Bruch et al. 2004, Schober et al. 2010), with regard to the development of congestive heart failure. In the present study, symptomatic patients (group C) had an increased E wave velocity and higher E/E’pw and E/IVRT ratios when compared to asymptomatic patients (B1 and B2). LAVi exhibited moderate positive correlation with the E wave velocity (Fig.5) and weak positive correlation with E/IVRT ratio. An increase in LAV leads to increased left atrial pressure, which promotes increased diastolic flow velocity in early diastole and early opening of mitral valve, thereby shortening the isovolumetric relaxation period. Contrary to our expectations, the E/E’pw did not change with increase in LAV. Despite the increase in mitral E wave velocity as the LAV increased, the E’pw wave remained unchanged despite disease progression. In healthy dogs, the E’pw wave velocity is known to depend on load (or volume) received by the left ventricle during relaxation (Schober et al. 2010). The absence of primary diastolic abnormalities in myocardial relaxation and/or ventricular compliance, typically seen in dogs with CMVD, might explain why E’pw wave velocity did not change as the LAV increased, which limited the use of E/E’ ratio as a left ventricular filling pressure index. Similar to the LAVi, other left atrial size parameters as LADi and LA/Ao ratio (Fig.6) exhibited moderate positive correlations with the E wave velocity and weak positive correlations with the E/IVRT ratio. In addition, these left atrial diameter parameters exhibited weak positive correlations with E/E’pw ratio.

Besides the above-mentioned importance of the increase in left atrial size with respect to the development of cardiovascular adverse effects and prognosis, preservation of the cardiac chamber contraction helps to maintain the end-diastolic left ventricular pressure and heart rate without a significant increase in the left atrial pressure. In contrast, in humans, left atrial failure can develop into heart failure as a result of the high pressure inside this cardiac chamber (Triposkiadis et al. 2007). In this study, left atrial contractile function was assessed using the maximum velocity and velocity time integral of the transmitral flow A wave, AF, and LAEF.

The A wave velocity has been used for serial evaluation of human patients with atrial fibrillation after cardioversion (Leung et al. 2008, To et al. 2011). Atrial fraction, which is the ratio of A wave velocity time integral to total diastolic mitral valve flow velocity time integral, are also used as left atrial function parameters in human cardiology (Leung et al. 2008). In the present study, transmitral A wave velocity was higher in dogs with left atrial enlargement (B2 groups and C) than in those without left atrial enlargement (groups A and B1). Transmitral A wave VTI tended to exhibit a progressive increase according to the valvar disease stage (i.e., higher
values in groups B2 and C than in groups A and B1). A wave velocity and VTI correlated positively with the E wave and negatively with E/A ratio. Left AF, or the extent by which atrial contraction contributes to left ventricular filling, did not differ significantly between patients at different stages of valve disease, indicating that despite the evolution of valvular heart disease, the LAEF did not appear to be damaged. Assuming preserved ventricular compliance, this can be explained by a lack of opposition to contraction of the left atrium, which manages to maintain its role in left ventricular filling.

The LAEF is defined as the force exerted by the atrium to propel blood through the atrioventricular valve during atrial systole (Kiani et al. 2012). In fact, the LAEF represents the percentage of atrial contribution to the diastolic performance of the heart and, in humans, is considered to correspond to early diastolic dysfunction of the ventricles that cannot be detected via conventional methods of diastolic function assessment (Kiani et al. 2012). In this study, the LAEF was higher in patients with left atrial enlargement, compared to healthy dogs (Fig.7), suggesting that greater efforts were required to maintain a near-normal left ventricle filling pressure. In addition, left atrial enlargement is accompanied by dilation of the mitral valve annulus and a consequent increase in the mitral valve area, which increases the calculated LAEF. No statistically significant difference in LAEF was observed between the animals in groups B2 and C. These findings are similar to those of Triposkiadis et al. (2007), who obtained higher LAEF values in human patients with heart failure compared to healthy patients (Dogan et al. 2013), and indicate that, with increasing left ventricular filling pressure, left atrium exerts more force to propel the blood. In human medicine, the reduction of LAEF is a poor prognostic factor because it indicates left atrial failure secondary to a significant increased pressure inside this heart chamber (Dogan et al. 2013).

One limitation of the present study was the absence of patients with stage D of CMVD. These dogs were excluded because most were receiving treatment with positive inotropic drugs, which might affect assessments of left atrial systolic function. The use of diuretics and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors, especially in stage C patients, may affect left ventricular filling pressures and after-load, and should also be considered a limitation of the present study. Therefore, further studies involving dogs with stage D CMVD are needed to clarify whether significant changes in the left atrial contractile function parameters are apparent at that stage. In addition, the noted differences in age among the animals in this study, especially between the control group and CMVD groups, might have affected the expected results. Previous study conducted with healthy dogs and those with CMVD found that the LAEF (measured using 3-dimensional

![Fig.6. Correlation between the left atrium/aorta ratio (LA/Ao) and mitral inflow E wave velocity. \( r=0.64; p<0.0001 \).](image)

![Fig.7. Left atrial ejection force at different stages of valvar disease. Different letters indicate statistically significant differences \( p=0.0001 \).](image)

![Fig.8. Correlation between the left atrial ejection force and mitral valve flow E wave velocity. \( r=0.62; p<0.0001 \).](image)
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Conclusions

This study has demonstrated progressive dilatation of the left atrium with gradual CMVD evolution, which was well characterized by the LA/Ao ratio and the LAVi. LAVi, LA/Ao ratio correlated positively with the E wave velocity and the E/IVRT ratio, which are important diastolic function indices. The left atrial contractile function rates also increased as CMVD evolved. Except for AF, left atrial contractile function indices were found to correlate positively with ventricular filling pressure.
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